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Probabilistic AND-OR Attribute Grouping for Zero-Shot Learning

Recognize new classes without observing any 
training examples for those classes. 
The only information available for the "unseen" test 
classes is a semantic description.

Zero Shot Learning (ZSL)

Could you 
recognize a 
Jackalope? 

A “Jac pe” is  bi  t  r .

Paper, code and video:
http://bit.ly/LAGO123

A class is represented by probabilities of attribute 
occurrences Pr(am|class), estimated with maximum 
likelihood (average count across raters). 

Learning with Attributes
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class 1 90% 10% ... 70% 0

class 2 0 50% ... 20% 40%

Experiments (1)

CUB
Fine grained 
bird recognition

~12K images 
~300 attributes

~30 groups

AWA2
Animals 
recognition

~37K images 
85 attributes
~10 groups

SUN

Visual scenes

~14K images 
~100 attributes

4 groups

Compare LAGO variants on valid. set

Derivation details

Hard Semantic groups (shape, color)
Learned groups (K=no. semantic groups)
Learned groups with semantic prior
Learned groups (K=best-K)

Domain knowledge about grouping contains 
valuable signal.

LAGO effectively exploits domain knowledge 
on attributes grouping.

LAGO succeeds when grouping info. is missing, 
effectively learns group assignments from data.
SUN experiments show that LAGO is useful 
even when semantic knowledge about 
grouping is of low quality.
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How does ZSL transfer work?
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Experiments (2)
Model selection on validation set:
CUB: “Learned groups with semantic prior”
AWA2: “Learned groups with semantic prior”
SUN: “Learned-groups best-K”

Results @ Test set. Comparing to SOA 
baselines

Accuracy (in %) of LAGO  and a selection of relevant and state-of-the-art methods on the test set 
of three ZSL benchmark datasets. 
(*) See paper for details about comparison with Kernel

Semantic groups 
model:

Objective:

The LAGO Model (1)
Learning Attribute Groups for 0-shot learning
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The LAGO Model (2)Mapping attribute 
combinations to classes

This representation is useful because:

A “soft” model:
{wolive-wing p(olive-wing|img) + wgreen-wingp(green-wing|img) + 
 wred-wing p(red-wing|img) +..}×{..}×..×{wpink-footp(pink-foot|img) +..}

The Mourning Warbler has 
an olive-green wing, a grey-blue 
head and pink feet.

A “hard” logical proposition:
{olive-wing OR green-wing} AND
{grey-head OR blue-head} AND {pink-foot}

(1) A perceptual property (wing-color) may be 
mapped to several similar attributes (olive, green).
(2) Every logical proposition has an equivalent 
“Conjunctive normal form” (an AND of ORs)

A simple, soft AND-OR structure:

Our approach intermediates between common flat 
models (treating all attributes equally), and rich 
models, that capture complex attributes interactions, 
but require massive labeled datasets.

We assign a set of weak binary classifiers GK×|Z|:  
For a class z (e.g. Mourning Warbler), gk,z is a 
classifier for z while focusing on a group of attributes 
Ak (e.g various wing-colors)

(De-Morgan rule)

Training phase

Test phase

Soft-AND (between groups): Similarly to DAP 
(Lampert et al. 2009), we use a product to compose 
an entity from a conjunction of its group scores

Then, approximating the OR with mutual-exclusion, 
taking a Markov approxim. and using Bayes yields:

Soft-OR (within a group): 
We add a complementary term 
for each group of attributes Ak 

using Pr(A)=Pr(A,B)+Pr(A,Bc) we partition 
Pr(gk,z|image=x ) to a union (OR) of its contributions 
by each attribute in the group Ak

Three dataset:

Main insights:

http://bit.ly/LAGO123

